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ABSTRACT

Available observations of scintillation from Millstone and other facil-

ities were analyzed to evaluate the adequacy of existing models used to

interpret scintillation data and to provide communications specialists with

information for system design. The variation of scintillation with frequency,

polarization, elevation angles, time of day, season of year and geophysical

parameters such as sunspot number and magnetic activity were examined.

The observations show that in the limit of weak scintillation, the scintilla-

tion index varies as (wavelength)
1.5

and as the cosecant of the elevation

angle. The computations based upon available long term scintillatiOn data

indicate that for zenith paths at 254 MHz, scintillation periods character-

ized by fades greater than 6 dB 170of the time will occur 1570 of the year in

the equatorial region, O. 270 of the year in the auroral and high latitude

region, and less than O. 170 of the year at mid - latitudea. For a 20” elevation

angle tbe percentages will be 25~o, 25~o and less than 6Y0, respectively. The

data further show that neither polarization nor frequency diversity will be

useful for mitigating the effects of scintillation but space or time diversity

may be of use.
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Morphology of Ionospheric Scintillation

1. INTRODUCTION

This report is directed toward providing information to communi-

cations systems designers first about scintillation as observed in a single

experiment, second about the adequacy of the existing models used to inter-

pret scintillation data, and finally about the variation of scintillation with

geophysical parameters. Scintillation due to electron density fluctuations

has been observed on line-of-sight paths through the ionosphere at freq-

uencies ranging from 20 MHz to 6 GHz. Frequencies between 100 and

400 MHz are emphasized in this paper because of their immediate concern

in system design, h exhaustive literature exists on the subject of iono-

spheric scintillation. The references cited in this paper are not complete

and are only intended to be illustrative. When possible the references will

be to measurements made at frequencies in the 10@ to 400.-~z range.

Early radio astronomical observations of sources of small angular

extent exhibited significant intensity fluctuations. Spaced receiver measure.

ments made at the JOdrell Bank Experiment Stati Onl at 81. 5 MHz showed

that the intensity fluctuations originated in the 1,- region of the ionosphere,

were correlated with the occurrence of spread. F, and formed a random

intensity pattern on the ground with a correlation distance of approximately

4 km.



Current knowledge of received signal fluctuations or scintillation

caused by the ionosphere has been derived from a large number of Observa-

tions of amplitude fluctuations made at meter, decimeter and centimeter

wavelengths. The observations have been made over the past two decades

at a number of locations using radio stars or satellite-borne sources. The

data have generally been recorded on strip charts, Various scintillation

indices have been used to characterize the appearance of the recorded data

on the charts. The scintillation indices were often subjectively estimated or,

in recent years, calculated using the extreme values observed on short

2
sections of the recording. Information about the dependence of scintilla-

tion on geophysical parameters such as invariant latitude, magnetic activity

index, and sunspot number has been published from summaries of the

behavior of the qualitative scintillatim index values compiled from available

3-8
experimental data.

Prediction of fading statistics for the design of communication sys-

tems requires more than a cataloging of data from available observations.

Most of the experimental data are from observations of limited duration

for path geometries, frequencies, and locations different from the system

to be designed. TO obtain fading statistics for system design, either addi-

tional experiments must be made using precisely the frequency and path

geometry of the proposed system or one Of the diffraction or scintillation
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models must be used to interpret available data. The recent discovery of
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9,10
scintillation at 4 and 6 GHz in the equatorial region was a

because it was not predicted by the then current model.

1300kcr et aI1} proposed that diffraction by fluctuations——

surprise

of electron

density in tbe ionosphere could cause the observed scintillation and that the

effect of the electron density fluctuations could be modeled hy a thin phase

changing diffraction screen. Currently, scintillation phenomena are usually

modeled as being caused by a thin screen using the refinements to the orig-

12 13
inal analysis made by Mcrcier and I\riggs and Parkin. The refinements

included the introduction of a Gaussian spatial correlation function to describe

the anisotropic fluctuations in electron density at and above the screen.

Mcasure]ments of the spatial and tenqporal correlation properties of the flue -

tuations observed at the ground arc often characterized by the scale size or

correlation distance for the ionospheric diffraction screen using the Gaus-

14, 15
sian correlation function assumption.

Recent observations have shown that the region of tbe ionosphere

16
causing the fluctuations is often quite thick and the thin screen model may

not be adequate. The effects of random fluctuations of refractive index (or

electron content) in a thick region may be analyzed using the Born (single

scattering) approximation to the wave equation ‘ ‘ or the Rytov method (method

18
of smooth perturbations) when the scintillation index is not too large. In
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the limit of weak scintillation, all three approximate methods are identical.

For strong scintillation, multiple scattering must be taken into account and

none of the models is adequate.

MILLSTONE OBSERVATIONS
.

II.

Experiment Description .

Observations of scintillation at 150 and 400 MHz were made during

the period January 1971 to March 1973 using U. S. Navy Navigation System

19
satellites and receivers at the Millstone Hill Radar Facility. The satellites

transmitted phase coherent signals which were simultaneously recorded at

the receiver site. The UHF (400 MHz) receiver system included the 84-

foot Millstone Hill antenna equipped for elevation and azimuth tracking and

simultaneous observations using right- and left-hand circular polarization;

a phase lock tracking receiver; and analog to digital conversion of the prin-

cipal polarization channel AGC voltage, error channel signals, and the in-

phase and quadrature orthogonal polarization channel voltages (referenced

to the principal polarization signal). The data were sampled at 15 times

per second together with time, antenna pointing angle, and the VHk- data
.

and recorded on digital magnetic tape for post measurement analysis. The .

VHF receiver system provided in-phase and quadrature voltages for the

150-Mz signal referenced to the phase of the UHF signal divided down by

the ratio of the frequencies. The VHF antenna was an eleven -elenoent yagi
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mounted on one of the feed struts of the Millstone antenna.

The satellites were in circumpolar orbit at an approximate altitude

of 1000 km and were tracked from horizon-to-horizon. For each pass the

average signal Icvels at each frequency varied by about 10 dI1. The VHF

receiver system had a predetcction bandwidth of approximately 250 Hz.

The U13F prediction bandwidtb was approximately 10 kHz and the AGC sys -

tern had an effective bandwidth (closed loop) of 250 Hz. The signal-to-noise

ratio for optimum observing conditions was approximately 35 dIl at [JIIF and

25 dB at VHF. The receiver system was calibrated prior to each satellite

pass.

Amplitude I“luctuations

Sample observations of received signal level at both frequencies are

shown in Fig. 1. The data are for a pass during the most severe magnetic

disturbance that occurred during the experiment (the planetary three-hour

]Ilagnetic activity index, Kp, equal led 8+ at the time of the pass). The quiet

conditions were observed to the south, the disturbed conditions through the

auroral region to the north, Each l/ I.5-sec sample is displayed. The data

for quiet conditions show fluctuations at VIIF due to surface reflection ]mul -

tipath and weak scintillation and fluctuations at UII1’ due to weak scintilla.

Lion. F-araday fading of the linearly polarized VHF signal is also evident as

noted in the figure. [Jnder disturbed conditions, peak.to-peak level changes
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of 45 dB at 400 MHz and 40 dB at 150 MHz are evident.

The data displayed in Fig. 1 are for roughly the same elevation angles,

the mid-point elevation angle for the one-minute quiet period was 7. 6°; the

mid-point elevation for the disturbed period was 8. 1°. For lines-of-sight

to the satellite at these elevation angles, the undisturbed signal Ievcls

should be identical for observations to the north and to the south of the

receiver site. The detailed Faraday null structure of the 150-~z signal

will change, however, due to differences in the mean properties of the iono-

sphere. The san~pled data were analyzed in overlapping 8,5-second intervals.

The mean and linear least square fit lines for the logarithm of the signal

amplitude arc displayed between the vertical lines for alternate analysis

intervals. The short analysis intervals were chosen to best provide straight -

line fits to the variation in signal levels caused by the satellite, receiver

geometry and Faraday fadtig at 150 MHz. The rms variation of the observed

values about the least square lines were computed to c.baracterize the inten-

sity of the fluctuations. For each analysis interval and frequency, the rms

variation of received power about a least square straight line fit to the

observed power values was also calculated. The latter rms value, when

normalized by the mean value of received power for the analysis interval is

the S4 index proposed by Briggs and Parkin.
13

The values of S4 for each analysis interval (with midpoints spaced by
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4.3 see) are displayed in Fig. z for the same satellite pass as for Fig. 1,

The satellite rose in the south and the relatively quiet conditions are evi-

dent for the first five minutes of the pass. Data for elevation angles below

2“ are contaminated by tropospheric scintillation and surface multipath and

are not displayed, The analysis of Briggs and Parkin indicates that S4 = 1

is a limiting value for strong scintillations although values as high as 1. 5

are possible for the right combination of scale size and distance from the

thin screen. Although strong scintillation requires a consideration of lmul -

tiple scattering, no analytical multiple scattering model is available.

Experimental data both for ionospheric scintillation and tropospheric scin-

20
tillation at optical frequencies show that for strong scintillation or mul-

tiple scattering a limiting value is reached.

An obvious lin~iting value is shown in Fig. 3. This figure is a plOt

of the rms variation of the logarithm of the received signal, OX, vs time

for the same pass, In Fig. 3, the 95% confidence limits for the estimated

error in calculating u are also depicted, The confidence limits are based
x

upon the number of times different electron density irregularities are

observed within the first. Fresnel zone due to satellite motion. The data

show that OXreaches a limiting value of approximately 5. 6 dB at each freq-

uency. The limiting values depicted in Figs. 2 and 3 are calculated values

for a Rayleigh received signal amplitude distribution. The spread of S4

8
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values about the limiting value of 1 at 150 MHz in Fig. 2 may be due either

to sampling error or to a different signal amplitude distribution.

The empirical signal amplitude distributions for the two minutes

depicted in Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 4. The data show nearly identical

distributions for the two frequencies and disturbed conditions. The UHF

empirical distribution fwction appears to be log-normal for quiet conditions.

Tropospheric scintillation at optical frequencies also appears to have a log-

21
normal distribution in the limit of strong scintillation. The distribution

functions are, however, definitely not log-normal for ionospheric scintilla-

tion under disturbed conditions. Bischoff and Chytil
22

proposed the use of

the Nakagami-m distribution as an approximation to the empirical distri-

butions with m = 1/S42. Although the Nakagami-m distribution is not theoret-

23
ically correct for the thin screen diffraction problem, lt may provide a

reasonable approximate distribution and has been used for the construction

24
of long term amplitude distribution functions. The Nakagami-m distribu-

tion reduces to the Rayleigh distribution for S4 = 1 and approaches the log-

25
normal distribution for OX less. than 1 d13. The empirical distribution

functions depicted in Fig. 4 were tested against both the log- normal and

Nakagami-m distributions for the calculated OXvalues. Using tk Pearson

X2 distribution test and a O. 05 significance level, the distributions depicted

in Fig. 4 were neither log-normal nor Nakagami-m. The VHF distribution

11
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for disturbed conditions had an..m-parameter of 1. 0 and tested to be Nakagami -

m (Rayleigh) at a 0. 01 significance level. The VHF distribution function for

the minute preceding the disturbed minute (between 11 and 12 in Fig. 3) also

tested to be Rayleigh with a O. 05 significance level, The UHI,’ distribution

for disturbed conditions had an m-value of O. 92 and tested to be different

from a Nakagami-M distribution at reasonable significance levels. It was

also observed that the in-phase and quadrature signals were correlated when

n~ was not equal to one and were uncorrelated when m = 1. 0.

The Nakagami-m distribution, although not identical to the observed

distributions, does provide a useful approximation for relating the various

forms of scintillation index used in the reduction of experin]ental data. Cal-

culated values of S4 and oX for the satellite pass depicted in Figs. 2 and 3

are shown in l“ig. 5. The relationship between S4 and OXcalculated using

both the Nakagami-m and log-normal distributions together with a weak

scatter approximation are also shown. Of the distribution fwctions used,

the Nakagami-m provides the better estimate of the S - u relationship for
4X

the entire range of observed values. The usefulness of the Nakagami-m

distribution for approximately relating the various signal variance values

proposed by Briggs and Parkin and for relating the extreme value indices

to other measures of scintillation is documented by l)ischoff and Chytil and

Whitney et al.
24
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The VI{F amplitude fluctuations depicted in Fig. 1 appear to be more

rapid for disturbed than for quiet conditions. The temporal behavior of

scintillation can be quantitatively depicted by computing distributions of

the time durations the signal is below or above present thresholds. Empiri-

cal distribution fmctions of duration below and above a level 3 d13 below

the mean log received power for the disturbed conditions shown in 1,.ig. 1

are presented in Fig. 6. The data show that the duration distribution func-

tions are approximately exponential with different slopes for times above and

below the -3 d13-threshold. The average fade duration is given by the value

of time duration required to reduce the number of observations by I/e.

For the -3 d~-threshold and disturbed conditions, the average fade duration

was O. 08 sec at 400 MHz and O. 05 sec at 150 MHz. The fade rate is the

reciprocal of the average fade duration for a O-d R threshold. I’or the quiet

conditions depicted in Fig. 1, the fade rate was 3. 8 Hz at UH~’. For dis-

turbed conditions, the fade rate was higher being 7. 2 Hz at UHF.

The temporal behavior of scintillation may also be cb racterized by

empirical. correlation fmctions or power spectra. Power spectra for sel-

ected time periods from the pass depicted in l.ig. 3 are displayed in Figs.

7 and 8. The power spectra were calculated using detrended log received

power data from each analysis interval. The data for each interval were

parabolically weighted prior to calculating the I’ourier transform and the

15
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resultant power spectra were averaged over 13 analysis intervals within a

minute. The spectra represent signal plus noise. The receiver noise

levels are also depicted on each figure. The receiver bandwidths prior to

sampling are approximately 250 Hz and with a sampling rate of only 15 per

second (Nyquist frequency of 7. 5 Hz) considerable aliasing is possible in

the reported spectra. The data reported here were obtained from a satellite

tracking analysis program which required the relatively slow sampling rate.

The UHF spectra for the quiet and disturbed times are identified on

the figure. The dashed spectra are for minute intervals between 2 and 5

minutes as shown in Fig. 3. The horizontal lines with OX values in Fig. 3

represent the duration spanned by the spectra displayed in Fig. 7. The

dashed lines are for quiet or weak scintillation conditions. The quiet data

are barely above receiver noise and are not useful in describing scintilla-

tion phenomena. The dot-dashed spectrum, for minute 9-1o, is for a per-

iod when the strong scintillation limit was not reached. The spectra

approximate~a p ower law for frequencies greater than 1 Hz. Power law

26 27
power spectra have been reported by Rufenach and Singleton and the

power law form is evident in the data reported by Elkin and Papagiannis.
28

A line with a slope of -3 is drawn on the figure but the best fit slope for the

power spectra may lie between -2 and -3. The fluctuations of the power

spectra with frequency are due to the limited statistical accuracy of the

19



reported values. One-n~inute sample sizes were chosen because the process

is obviously not stationary over longer time intervals (except perhaps when

the strong scintillation limit is reached as shown in Fig. 3) and may well

not be stationary even over a minute. Shorter sample! lengths were not

chosen because the statistical error would become significantly larger.

The spectra for disturbed or strong scintillation limit fluctuations

are represented by solid lines. These data show little change of level with

frequency implying that severe aliasing is present in the data and the sa]mp -

ling rate was not high enough to adequately represent the strong scattering

case. The data were obtained as a part of a general propagation study and

higher san~pling rates would have compromised other elements of the pro-

gram. The sampling rate was high enough to adequately analyze weak

scintillation ( OX-2 on Fig. 7). What is evident in the strong scintillation

data is relatively little change in the low frequency variance energy and

significant increases at higher frequencies. The correlation time therefore

decreases and the spectrum spreads (fade rate increases) as the strong

scintillation Iirnit is reached.

The VHF spectra for the disturbed period are also flat spectra. For

quiet conditions, the OX value is approximately the same as for the dot-

dashed curve in Fig. 7. As in Fig. 7, the spectra at lower frequencies

have almost the same levels as for the strong scintillation limit, For quiet

20



conditions and frequencies above 1 Hz, the signal variance to noise variance

ratios for the reported spectra are not large enough to provide an adequate

measure of the shape of each spectrum.

Phase Fluctuations

The phase of the signals from the satellite fluctuates when scintilla-

tion occurs, The differential phase path length was measured using the VHF

in-phase and quadrature voltage values. The phase reference for the VHF

signal was the pbsc of the UHF signal divided down by the ratio of the two

frequencies. The differential phase path length values, reported in terms

of phase change at 150 MHz reference the initially reported phase value, are

shown in Fig. 9. The differential phaae value at a sample instant is com-

puted from the reported in-phase and quadrature voltage values and can

only be determined modulo 2m. In processing the data, the assumption is

made that the phase cannot change by more than r radians between succes -

sive samples. This assumption is adequate only if the data are sampled at

a sufficiently high rate. The in-phase and quadrature channel bandwidths

were 250 Hz prior to aampl.ing and it is poaaible that phase shifts greater

than 2T can occur between sampling times.

The rms variation in differential doppler and phase are depicted in

Fig. 10 for the entire pass. The differential doppler values appear to show

a strong scintillation limit at 4. 3 Hz corresponding to the n/& rms value

21
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for phase change between successive observations of a Rayleigh process.

The rms variations in differential phase show more uncertainty for strong

scintillation due to possible phase ambiguities.

Power spectra for the differential phase fluctuation observations are shown

in Fig. 11. The dashed curves correspond to weak scintillation and a samp-

ling rate adequate to mambiguously measure differential phase. These

power spectra show a region of generally linear (power law) decrease until

the data are contaminated by receiver noise. For frequencies below . 3 HZ

the spectra are increasing with decreasing frequency though at a lower rate

than for frequencies fronl . 3 - . 6 HZ. The data at the low frequencies are,

however, contaminated by the curve fitting, detrending procedure used to

prepare the data for transform analysis. Phase difference power spectra

observations reported by Porcello and Hughes
30

show reasonably convinc.

ing power law power spectra over a range from . 1 tO 10 HZ for ~atellite~

in orbits similar to those used for the Millstone measurements. The slopes

of the power spectra observed by Porcello and Iiughes ranged from -2. 8 to

-3.0. The strong scintillation data also show an f
-2

power law behavior

caused by random 2n phase jumps or ambiguities.

Depolarization

Simultaneous observations were made on both Icft - and right-hand

circular polarizations at UHIV. The transmissions were nominally right-

24
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hand circular but in practice were elliptically polarized. The polarization

state changed slowly with changes in satellite, ~ecciver station geometry.

The orthogonal polarization receiver channel was gain controlled by the

primary polarization AGC signal. The AGC control system was effective

in removing fluctuations of lirmited dynalmic range that occurred simultan-

eously on both channels at frequencies up to 250 Ifz. l.or strong fluctua-

tions with peak-to-peak sprcacls of ~IIorc than 20 d13, the AC.C system did

not remove all of the silnultancous fluctuations from the orthogonal channel

output and the residual fluctuations were detected. I,’or weak scintillation,

On]y fluctuations on the orthogonal channel that were .nOt correlated with the

principal polarization fluctuations would be detected. The signal-to-noise

ratio for uncorrelated fluctuations was in excess of 20 d13 for typical sat.

ellite, receiver geometries.

The rms variation of the log of the orthogonal channel amplitude and

the correlation coefficient between the log of the orthogonal channel output

and the log of the principal channel output is shown in Fig. 12 for the

entire pass (see Fig. 3 for principal polarization variation). 1,.or weak scin.

tillation, the output is near reccivcr noise and no correlation is evident.

After seven minutes, the scintillation is ~nuch stronger and a low level

variance is evident in the orthogonal channel data. This residual output is

however correlated with the scintillation]] in the principal polarization channel

26
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as shown in Fig. 12. The data therefore show no uncorrelated fluctuations.

These observations show that the fluctuations on both polarizations

are correlated and polarization diversity systems will not be ~~eful in ~om-

bating ionospheric scintillation at UII1’. If sig]~ificant ur]correlated ortho -

gorlal polarization fluctuations were present they would have OX values near

those depicted in Fig. 3. The orthogonal channel val[]es were significantly

sInaller even for the strongest scintillation levels. Similar conclusions

have been drawn by Whitney and Ring
31

from limited observations retie at

137 MHz for scintillation levels below the strong scintillation limit and by

Koster
32

for a single set of strong scintillation observations at 137 MHz

33
made in the equatorial region. Illank and Golden reported equatorial

region polarization observations at 136 and 400 MHz obtained from the low

orbiting OAO-2 satellite. Their data show correlations between vertical

and horizontal polarizations that range from O. 0 to 1. 0 with mean values of

O. 3 at 136 ““MHz and O. 8 at 400 MIIz. It is believed that their data were

seriously contaminated by surface reflection multi path... (as are the 150-MHz

data from Millstone) and that their results do not describe the effects of

ionospheric scintillation.

Observations at frequencies lower than 54 MIIz show that orthogonal

34
circular polarization cbanncls may fade independently and diversity is

possible. At frequencies below about .50 MHZ, the ordinary and extraordinary

28
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rays may be separated by more than the

the electron density fluctuations causing

radius of the first Fresnel zone and

scintillation will not be correlated

for two orthogonal polarizations.
35

Sufficient separation between ordinary

and extraordinary ray paths for the fluctuations to become independent is

not possible at frequencies above 100 MHz,

III. CARRIER FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF THE UHF,

OBSERVATIONS

Frequency Dependence of the Scintillation Index

The data presented above are provided to illustrate

istics of scintillation as observed at UHF and VHI’. These

VHF

the character-

data can be used

to provide information about scintillation at other locations, frequencies,

and path geometries only if a model is available for their interpretation.

In the limit of weak scintillation, the available models discussed above all

relate the power spectrum of amplitude (or log amplitude) as observed on

the ground to the power spectrum of the electron density fluctuations modi-

fied by the effects of the scattering process (Fresnel filtering). The

power spectrum of temporal changes observed on a line-of-sight path to a

low orbiting satellite may be related to the power spectrum of spatial

fluctuations of electron density by assuming that the electron density fluc-

tuations do not change during the time the line-of-sight sweeps through a

disturbed region of the ionosphere.

Early models of scintillation assumed that the spatial correlation

29



function for electron density fluctuations was approximately Gaussian with

different scale sizes along and perpendicular to the magnetic field Iincs. 13

The Gaussian model implies a Gaussian power spectr{]m with power spec-

tral densities decreasing rapdily for spatial frequencies above the recipro-

cal of the scale size. The combination of the Gaussian spectrum and Fres -

nel filtering also implies a decrease in power spectral density for spatial

freq!lcncies smaller than the reciprocal of the scale size. In the limit of

high frequencies corresponding to spatial frequencies larger than the reci-

procal of the Fresnel zone size, the spectrum observed on the ground should

be identical to tbe two+imensional spectrum of electron density fluctuations

observed in a plane normal to the direction of the propagation path. For a

Gaussian model, the hi”gh frequency limit should have a parabolic shape

with increasing negative slopes for increasing frequency when observed for

weak scintillation. The dOt-dashed curve in Fig. 7 has sufficient signal

variance to noise variance ratio to show that the shape of the spectrum for

high frequencies is indicative of a power-law power spectrum rather than a

Gaussian power spectrum,
2b

Similar results have been obtained by

Singleton.
27

Power spectra at both UHF and VHF with a reasonably high signal

variance to noise variance ratio and for weak scintillation are shown in

Fig. 13, These spectra are for the same one-minute observation periods
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and for a time period when the individual rms log amplitude values for each

analysis interval changed little at both frequencies (the process was nearly

stationary). Both spectra show power-law high frequency ~egion~, The

scintillation models predict that the power spectral density values should

increase by the square of the ratio of the carrier wavelength. The best fit

straight lines to both observed spectra having a wavelength squared separa-

tion are shown on the figtlre. The slope of these lines is approximately -3.

This corresponds to a power-law dependence for the three dimensional

spatial power spectrum of electron density fluctuations with an index of

4(S a k-p, S = power spectral density, k = wavenumber, p = index) and “i

on~dimensional spectrum with an index of 2. In situ measurements made-——

with the OGO-6 satellite also show one-dimensional power-law power spectra

with indices ranging from 1. 5 to 2. 3 and having an average value of 1, 91
36

The data presented in l-ig. 13 are for observations to the northwest at an

elevation angle of 18”. For the satellite, receiver station geometry, the

Fresnel zone size at a height of 300 km was O. 7 km at ,400 MHz and 1.1 km

at 150 MHz. The ray moved at approximately 1.0 km/see through the

ionosphere (velocity perpendicular to the line-of-sight at 300 km). The

ratio of the frequencies at which each of the spectra

400 MHz to O. 9 HZ at 150 MIIz) is approximately the

their Fresnel zone flushing frequencies (ratio of the

flatten (1. 5 Hz at

same as the ratio of

ray velocity perpcndicu -

32



lar to the ray direction to Fresnel zone size). Frequencies higher than the

flushing frequency correspond to scale sizes smaller than the Fresnel zone

size.

The weak scintillation theory for a powerlaw spectrum predicts a

scintillation index (S4 or Ox) frequency dependence given by
37

where k is wavelength, the subscripts refer to the carrier frequencies, and .

~ is the spectral index. For a three+ imensional power-law index of 4, the

spectral index is 1. 5. Using this spectral index, OXat 150 MHz shou]d be

4.4 times OX at 400 MHz. For the data displayed in Fig. 13, u at 400 MHz
x

was O. 5 dB, ox at 150 MHz was 2. 4 dB, and the predicted value using ~ = 1. 5

is 2. 3 dB, well within the measurement error of the observed value. The

relationship between OX at 150 MHz and u at 400 MHz for a pass with reason-
X

ably high signal variance to noise variance ratios is shown on Fig. 14. The

weak scintillation limit curve corresponding to a spectral index of 1. 5 is

shown together with the strong scintillation limit. The data appear to lie

along the weak scintillation estimate curve until the strong scintillation

limit is reached, then ox remains at the latter value.

The frequency dependence of ionospheric scintillation has received
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considerable attention in the literature. The thin phase screen, Gaussian

correlation fwction model predicted a spectral index of two when the scale

size was larger than the first Fresnel zone radius (near field limit) and of

13
one when the scale size was smaller (far field limit). The power-law

power spectra model predicts a single value for weak scintillation for all

cases (provided the power law holds over all scale sizes). Experimental

verification of the frequency dependence prediction is difficult because the

scintillation index must be less than the saturation limit value at both the

high and low frequency. For strong scintillation at both frequencies, the

empirically determined spectral index would be zero. For a random selec-

tion of observations, the empirical spectral index should lie between O and

1.5. Surface multipath, signal-to-noise, and measurement dynamic range

problems inherent in many of the early measurements could further degrade

the estimates of spectral index. From Fig. 3 for the period between two

and five minutes the ratio of OX values is approximately 10 implying a spec -

tral index of 2. 3. As shown in Fig. 8,

ated by surface multipath and receiver

spectral index estimate.

the lower frequency was contamin -

noise causing a fictitiously high

Simultaneous observations of radio star scintillation reported by

38
Basu et al showed a spectral index value of approximately 1. 5 for freq-—— .

uencies of 112 and 224 MHz and a lower value for the 63, 112 MHz frequency

35



pair. The lower value for the lower frequency presumably is caused by

strong scintillation data. These observations were made at the Sagamore

Hill Radio Observatory, less than 100 km from Millstone. Aarons
39

reported observations at frequencies between 22 and 39 MHz from Arecibo,

Puerto Rico, under weak scintillation conditions and found a median spectral

index of 1, 6. Amplitude scintillations observed by I.awrence et al: at 53——

and 108 MHz show a median spectral index value of 1. 5 for S values below
1

0.01 (-S4 = 0.5) at 53 MHz. Early observations reported by Chivers
40

made at Jodrell Bank Experimental Station at several frequencies between

36 and 408 MHz using radio stars had mean spectral indices ranging from

1.9 to 2.1. Observations also made at Jodrell Bank at 79 and 1390 MHz and

41
reported by Chivers and Davies showed, in the limit of weak scatter at

79 MHz and just detectable fluctuations at 1390 MHz, a value of ~ near 1. 5.

42 43
Aarons et al . and Allen argue, for observations made above——

63 MHz from the Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory, that a spectral index

of 2. 0 best fits their data in the limit of weak scatter although their plots

of scintillation index vs ~, curve have a median value of 1. 6 as long as the

scintillation index at 113 MHz is between 5 and 2570 (S4 at 63 MHz less than

O. 6 and measurable scintillation at 113 MHz). Recently reported Observa-

tions from the same observatory at frequencies of 137 and 412 MHz by

Whitney et al . show, for similar weak b“t rl~casurable scintillation ~Ondition~,——

36



a distribution of ~ values between 1. 2 and 1. 8 with a mean value of 1.49

to. 05.

Only a limited number of spectral index estimations have been made

for equatorial regions. Blank and Golden
33

report ~w O. 2 to O. 3 for freq-

uencies between 137 and 400 MHz. They con~ment that the results pertain,

44
in part, to strong scatter. Craft and Westerlund reported a value ~ -2

for equatorial measurements at 4 and 6 GHz. Tl~e latter observations were

for weak sci]~tillation and may indicate either the existence of an inner scale

where the power-law region ends and a different power spectrum shape occurs

or the problems of detecting small fluctuations in noise.

Correlation of Amplitude Fluctuations At Two Frequencies

The rms amplitude fluctuations decrease with increasing frequency

for weak scatter. They are also correlated over a wide frequency range.

Calculations of the expected correlation coefficient for power-law indices

ranging from 3 to 4 are shown in Fig. 15. Silnil:,. r calculations for Gaussian

49
spectm have been made by Budden. Since the available power spectra and

frequency dependence data support the power-law model, the Gaussian model

predictions will not be presented. Measured correlation coefficients for

the Millstone data and from available papers are also presented. The p = 4

curve provides the best estimate based upon the above analysis and should

represent the upper bound for measurements for each Af value. Tbe lower

37
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frequencies used in the two frequency observations are listed in the figure.

For strong scintillation, the correlation coefficient should be lower than the

calculated values due to the effect of saturation and spectral broadening

which happens first at the lower frequency. For low frequency observations,

the first Fresnel zones at each frequency may not overlap due to different

ionospheric refraction at each frequency. For an elevation angle of 10”,

rays at 150 and 400 MHz are separated by more than 5 km at a height of

300 km. The Millstone observations depicted in Fig. 1 show no correlation

between the two frequencies. Since the elevation anglea are Ieaa than 10”

for the data depicted in Fig. 1 and the first Fresnel zone radii are less than

1.3 km, no correlation was expected.

The data displayed on Fig. 15 show reasonable agreement with the

48
calculations. The data reported by Taur for frequencies of 1, 5 and 4.0 GHz

are for weak scintillation only. These data show better agreement for p

between 3 and 3.5 that at 4. This again may indicate a change in the power

spectrum of electron density fluctuations at small scale sizes in the equa-

torial region. The observations reported above for auroral and mid-

latitude sites are all in reasonable agreement with a power-law power spec-

trum model with an index of 4 for the threedimensional fluctuations of

electron density. The situation for equatorial regions is not as convincing

and more data are required. It is, however, evident that the correlation

39



coefficients are reasonably high over a wide frequency range. This implies

that for high elevation angles where the rays at each frequency are separated

by less than a Fresnel zone radius (at the higher frequency), extremely wide

frequency separations (- 10 to 1) are required to provide adequate frequency

diversity operation and frequency diversity is not useful in combating the

effects of scintillation.

IV. PROBABILITY 01’ OCCURRENCE OF SCINTILI.ATION

Morphological studies of the dependence of scintillation on geo-

3,7,24
physical parameters have shown that scintillation is most severe

and prevalent in and north of the auroral zone and near the geomagnetic

equator. These regions, the auroral plus high latitude region and the

equatorial region, are shown as shaded areas on the map in Fig. 16. The

unshaded belts between the auroral and equatorial regions are called mid-

Iatitude regions. Invariant latitude is frequently used in mapping scintilla-

tion. The invariant latitude A is derived from a magnetic field aligned

50
coordinate system proposed by McIlwain to map magnetically trapped

particles. The geographical locations of invariant latitude contours at a

height of 300 km are shown on Fig. 16. Observations at frequencies between

20 and 6000 MHz have generally shown that the auroral plus high latitude

region exists at IA I 2 55” and the equatorial region exists at IA! <20°. The

boundaries of these regions change with ti, ne of day, season of year, degree

40
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of magnetic disturbance, sunspot number and perhaps other geophysical

parameters.

Observations of scintillation at 137 MHz using the ATS-3 satellite

24, 51
beacon were reported by Whitney et al . for receivers located in each——

of the important scintillation regions. The empirical distribution functions

for observations from Narssar.suaq, Greenland; Hamilton, Mass. ; and

Huancayo, Peru, are given in Fig. 17. The locations of the 300-km sub-

ionospheric points for each of the rcccivcr sites are shown on Fig. 16. The

demarcation line between weak and strong scintillation at o = 2 dB was
x

chosen to coincide with the OXvalue on Fig. 5 at which the Nakagami-m dis -

tribution curve begins to veer from the weak scintillation limit line. Optical

scintillation observations also show weak scintillation theory to be valid for

52
ox values less than about 2-dB. Using the 2-dB valt]e as a bound, strong

scintillation was observed 140/0of the tweyear observation period at A = 1“,

290/0of the four-year period at A = 64”, and 2, 470 of the thre%year period at

A= 53”. The mid-latitude -auroral region boundary site suffered strong

scintillation approximately an order of magnitude less often than at either

the auroral or equatorial sites.

The empirical distribution functions of scintillation intensity reported

by Whitney et al. were compiled from extreme value scintillation index data——

obtained using 15- Tminute sampling intervals. The scintillation index was
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calculated using the third highest and third lowest recorded power levels

within the 15-minute interval, This index may be related to either ox or S
4

only when the received power distribution function is known and when the

number of independent samples in an observation interval is known. Using

the Nakagami-m distribution, the fading depth and range of received signal

levels exceeded by a specified percentage of the independent samples (fading

range) may be related to ox as shown in Fig. 18. The scintillatim index, S1,

is derived from the fading range and is also dependent upon the number of

independent samples. S and S1 may be related to ox using the Nakagami-m
4

distribution as shown in Fig. 19. Although tie Nakagami-m distribution only

approximates the time distribution function as shown by Bischoff and Chytil
22

and in Fig. 5, it provides a useful means to relate the qualitative measures

of scintillation, S1 or fading depth, to the quantitative measures, o or S
x 4’

For the compilation of distribution functions, Whitney et al first accumu -—-

Iated the number of occurrences of scintillation by scintillation group. The

scintillation group classes were defined using fixed ranges of S1 hence they

also depend upon tbc number of independent samples. The scintillation group

classes drawn on Fig. 19 arc for the 3. 3 - 96. 7% S1 curve.

The number of independent samples n?ay be approximated by tbe num-

ber of times the irregularities within the first Fresnel zone are changed dur-

ing an observation period. Using the ratio of the drift rate of the irregular-
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ities through the Fresnel zone to the radius of the first Fresnel zone as an

estimate the rate of occurrence of independent samples, the number of

samples may be calculated for a given satellite-to-receiver geometry and

ionospheric irregularity drift rate. Observations of scintillations from

geostationary satellites in the equatorial region yield drift rates typically

53, 54
ranging from 40 to 200 m/see. The calculated first Fresnel zone

radius ranges from O. 7 to 1. 1 km for 137 MHz, irregularities at a height

of 300 km, and elevation angles between 75 and 18°, respectively. Using

these values, the number of independent samples observed in 15 minutes

may vary from 30 to 300.. Fading ranges or S1 values calculated using the

third highest and third lowest signal levels for the sampling interval there-

fore correspond to 10-90~o for the smaller number of samples and to 1 to

9970 for the higher number. The relationship between S1 and Oxvaries over

this range of independent samples as shown in Fig. 19. The relationship

between S1 and OX used to interpret the data of Whitney et aL for display in——

Fig. 18 is given by the solid curve for 3.3 - 96.770 and corresponds to the

use of the mean nighttime drift rate, 70 m/see, reported by Koster and

Kats riku
54

and the O. 7-km Fresnel zone radius appropriate to high eleva-

tion angles. Whitney et al. used the median signal level distribution func -——

tions obtained for a limited number of observations in each scintillation

group to provide an estimate of the median S4 value for each group. The
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1-9970 S1 curve best fittheir results. It is felt, hOwever, that in the ab~ence

of better information on drift velocities the relationship based upon an

estimate of drift velocity should be used. The maximu~n error in the esti-

mation of ox caused by using the 3. 3 . 96. 7% S1 curve is O. 2 dIl at OX= 1 d13

al~d O. 6 d13 at o = 3 dl~.
x

Elevation hgle Dependence

The distribution functions displayed on Fig. 17 are for roughly the

same time periods a],d for cliff erent elevation angles. The scintillations

may be caused by electron density fluctuations anywhere along the ray path

through the ionosphere. Early studies sbowcd positive correlation between

tbe occurrence of scintillation and the occurrence of spread-F for night-

time scintillation
3,5,55,56,57

and between the occurrence Of scintillation

and of sporadic E and spread-E in the mid-latitude region.
55,56,57,58,59

Studies of the heights of the regions causing nighttime scintillation show

that the irregularities may occur over a wide range of heights, 200 to

600 km 8.53.60
Radar data obtained in the equatorial region

16
show that

the irregularities occur in one or more layers each of which may be one

hundred or more kilometers in vertical extent.

The variance of the logarithm of the received signal level may be

calculated in the limit of weak scintillation for a power-law power spectrum

with a three-dimensional index P : 4 usi]lg the Rytov method:
18
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aoN2(p)(l i COS2Y t a2sin2wp(I,-P)dp

2L 2 3/2
(1)

(c0s2Y + azsin v

1

where

‘N
z(p) =

Y=

variance in electron density at point p along the ray

angle between the direction of propagation and the

n~agnetic field (propagation angle)

axial ratio of the irregularities (see Ref. 13)

distance to satellite along the ray

integration limits for the ionospheric irregularities

along the ray.

If a and Y do not change along the ray, for L >> 42, for propagation above

a flat earth (useful for elevation angles above 10”), and for ~z(p) constant

between, fll and 12

where

f(Y, @ =

1/2

[

41 t c0s2Yt a2sin2y)

2 3/2
2(c0s2Y t a2sin Y) 1

H ❑ height of the center of a thick irregularity layer

D= thickness of the layer

e= elevation angle



It is noted that the dependence of OX on elevation angle, propagation angle,

and axial ratio calculated for the power law power spectrum with an index of

13
4 is different from the dependence calculated by Briggs and Parkin for

the C.aussian correlation function case (S4 a o in the weak scintillation
x

li,nit).

Observation of the elevation angle dependence of scintillation is

difficult due to the accompanying geographic variation of scintillation. The

data taken at Millstone were obtained from observations of low orbiting

satellites. The elevation angle of the ray path to the satellite varied during

the satellite pass and the geographical location of the irregularity region

along the ray at a particular elevation angle varied from pass to pass.

62
During the 1971-1973 time period, 2376 satellite passes were observed.

The observations were made during two-tO-three day tracking session at

two-to-three week interval% The Millstone data were taken at random over all

times of day, seasons, and variations of geophysical activity. Although

not continuous, the data represent a random sample of scintillation activity.

For statistical analysis, the UIIF power fluctuations (S4 values) were tab-

ulated for successive three-second intervals along each pass. To evaluate

the elevation angle dependence of scintillation, the data were stratified by

invariant latitude and elevation angle. A sample of the observations for

60” ~ A ~ 62” is shown in Fig, 20. The data points are from the individual

50
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distribution functions for specified elevation angle ranges normalized to

zenith using Eq. (2). The curve is drawn to approximate a median distri-

bution fmction for the range of elevation angles used. The maximum errors

are 4070 in percentage occurrence (or . 05 dB in o ). LJsing the elevation
x

angle dependence recommended by Briggs and Parkin (Gaussian correlation

fmction), the maximum deviations from the best fit median distribution

fmction was ZO070 (or .5 d].> in ox). The elevation angle dependence speci-

fied by Eq. (2) therefore is significantly better than for the Guassian

correlation fmction model. Data obtained for invariant latitudes between

56” and 68” produced similar results, errors less than 40% in percentage

occurrence between the best fit curves and the observed distribution func-

tion values. I’or invariant latitudes below 56° the sample size was small

and the errors increased (see Fig. 21 for the range of observations for

52” < A < 54”). For these invariant latitudes, the Gaussian correlation

function model again was singificantly poorer.

The regional variation of the occurrence of scintillation is best

described using estimated zenith ox values with the elevation angle and

propagation angle dependence removed using Eq. (2). For most recorded

observations, the propagation angle and axial ratio values are not known.

The correction factor f(Y, @) is unity if a= 1 and ranges from &to O. 7 as a

fwction of Y for a> 1. For Y = 0° (propagation along a field line)
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f(Y, a) = ~a for all values of a The most rapid change of f(Y, @ with @ occurs

at a propagation angle Y = 0“. The propagation angles for the ATS-3 observa -

tions were 80” for Huancayo; 154° for Ha)nilton,

Information

and auroral

about typical axial ratios is sparse.

regions indicate that the axial ratios

51
and 124” for Narssarsuaq.

Data from both equatorial

8,53
are greater than 5.

For an axial ratio of 5, the correction factors are O. 73, 1.12 and O. 8,

respectively. Since..the correction factors are nearly the same for each set

of observations and the resuli. s differ appreciably froxm O. 8 only for propa-

gation within 40° of the field line, the geometrical variation of a may be
x

expressed as

~3/2
m

‘x m sin9
(3)

Zenith path estimates of the occurrence of scintillation obtained

using Eq. (3) and the data in Fig. 17 are shown in Fig. 21. Additional dis -

tribution fmction estimates obtained by scaling higher frequency data using

Eq. (3) are also included. The 400-MHz observations were made at MilL -

stone both to the north of the station (A = 64°) and to the south (A = 53” and

44”) and have been scaled to extend the auroral and mid-latitude observa-

tions. For A= 53”, data scaled from measurement angles above and below

309 are separately displayed. A comparison of the data ab~ye and below 30”

shows either a propagation angle dependence or the effect of a limited sample

size. Hamilton distribution functions (L = 53”)

rate drift velocity assumptions are displayed.
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generated by using two sepa -

Thcse distribution functions



differ from the Millstone below 30° distribution function by an order of mag-

nitude in percentage occurrence. The 140 m/see drift ratq elevation angle

greater than 30” curve s,however, are in agreement indicating that tbe dis -

crepancy may be caused by the propagation angle. A third curve for Ham-

ilton is also shown on the figure for 140 m/s drift velocity and a propagation

angle correction calculated using Eq. (2). Similar propagation angle corrected

data with a sufficient sample size to be statistically significant are not avail-

able for Millstone. The drift velocity, propagation angle corrections do

however improve the comparison between the Hamilton observations and the

Millstone below 30° observations. The remaining discrepancy is most likely

due to the limited sample size of the Millstone data for invariant latitudes

below 54°.

Data obtained at 254 MHz from Kwajalein
63 64

and from Huancayo

65
together with additional 137 MHz data from Huancayo and Legon, Ghana,

are also included in Fig. 21. The locations of the additional observations

are shown on Fig. 16. The zenith path occurrence estimates show that

scintillation is far more severe in the equatorial region than in either the

auroral or mid-latitude regions. Using these observations, strong scin-

tillation (OX> 2 dB) occurs between 10 and 2070 of the time in the equatorial

region, between 1 and 2~o of the time in the auroral region and less than

1. OVOof the time in the mid-latitude region for the stations used and for the
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1967-1972 time period.

The data also seem to show that scintillation occurs more often at

geographic longitudes near O“ than at 75° W or 1650E for sites near the geo-

magnetic equator. The data are of limited accuracy due to the use of qual-

itative scaling procedures. The Legon distribution function was co,mpiled

using five-minute sampling intervals and the 10-90% S1 curve on Fig. 19.

The uncertainty caused by not knowing the applicable drift rate may be as

much as O. 5 dB for oX near 2 all}. This uncertainty may reconcile the

several observations at Huancayo but is not large enough to reconcile the

difference between the Huancayo and I,cgon observations. The Kwajalein

observations included a distribution function value estimate at ox = 5 dB.

This value could not be included with the 137-MHz estimates because of

the 6X limit value of 5.6 dB (see Fig. 14). The 137-MHz observations can be

used to estimate the occurrence probabilities of scintillation at 254 MHz as

shown on Fig. 22. The differences in occurrence probability at the separated

equatorial sites is again evident. Since the 137-MHz data were generally

for weak scintillation , the scaling to 254 MHz is permissible although the

estimates are only for very weak scintillation. The higher ox values for the

Legon data may be in error due to strong scintillation at 137 MHz. TWO

10
single values scaled from 4000-MHz observations from stations near the

equatorial-mid-latitude region boundary indicated by the same symbols on
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Fig. 16 are also included. These data points correspond to just detectable

scintillation (. 9 dB peak-to-peak) at 4000 MHz. The 25&MHz estimates

show that strong scintillation’ (u > 2 dB) occurs for less than 15 percent of
x

the time on a zenith path in the equatorial region, O. 2 percent in the auroral

region and less than O. 1 percent at a mid-latitude site. For a path at a

20° elevation angle, the percentage of occurrence values increases to 25 per.

cent in both the auroral and equatorial regions and between 1 and 6 percent

at mid-latitudes.

Latitude Variation

Empirical distribution functions scaled from observations made

within each scintillation region are shown in I-igs. 21 and 22. The data

shown on k“ig. 22 for L = 15” and 20” show nearly an order of magnitude

change in percent occurrence within 4° invariant near the mid-latitude,

equatorial region boundary. The A = 53° data is also for a transition zone

between the auroral and mid-latitude region. These data appear to have

higher probabilities of occurrence of scintillation than data for A = 44°, a

location well within the mid-latitude region. Low orbiting satellite data

have also been analyzed to depict latitudinal variation. The 400-MHz Mill-

stone observations were compiled to yield occurrence data for 2° invariant

62
latitude intervals as shown in I“ig. 23. The data in Fig. 23 were not

corrected for elevation angle. If the occurrence probabilities were inde -
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pendent of & the curves would by symmetrical about 569. The relative

increase towards the north (higher A values) indicates that scintillation

occurs most often in the auroral region. Figure 24 shows Millstone data

corrected for elevation angle and scaled to OXvalues at 137 MHz. These

data show a relatively constant probability of occurrence of strong scintilla-

tion to the north of A = 56° and constant but significantly lower occurrence to

the south.

The latitudinal variation of scintillation has been studied using low

61, 66, 67, 68
orbiting satellites and frequencies between 40 and 54 MHz.

The data showed the same asymmetry for propagation to the north and south

of stations near A = 55° as shown in Fig. 23. Unfortunately, most of the

data were reported as averages of the scintillation index which are not

useful in estimating probabilities of occurrence. Data at 40 MHz are also

not useful in estimating the occurrence of scintillation index at UHF because

measurable S1 values at 40 MHz (S1
3.3-96. 7q,

= .6 (60Yo)) correspond to

very low values of u (0 = O. 3 dB at 137 MHz and OX= O. 1 dB at 254 MHz).
xx

40-MHz data from three si.ations in the equatorial region
69

show that the

percentage occurrence of scintillation is reasonably constant within 5 “A of

the magnetic equator, falls off by a factor of 2 at 10” and by a factor of 4

at 15°. The equatorial distribution function estimates plotted on Fig. 22

show a similar behavior.
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Observations at 40 and 54 MHz near the mid-latitude -auroral region

boundary generally show a sharp boundary between scintillation activity in

the auroral region and the relatively quiet mid-latitude region.
3, 70, 71

The abrupt change in the percentage occurrence of scintillation is also

indicated in Fig, 24. Abrupt changes at an apparent scintillation boundary

are also evident in the Millstone data shown in Fig. 25 (replotted from Fig. 3

as a function of A). Aarons et al. have defined a scintillation boundary as——

the latitude at which S1 at 40 MHz is O, 5 (5070). Scintillation activity of

such a level is too weak to be detected at 400 MHz and the Millstone bound-

ary data may not coincide with the locatim defined by Aarons et al. Bowd -——

aries between regions of high and low scintillation activity are also evident

in equatorial observations. The equatorial fluctuations are often described

as starting abruptly and ending as quickly . The data reported by Koster8

show scintillation occurring in patches that have East-West dimensions

ranging from 100 to 700 km.

Diurnal Variation

Data from the auroral and equatorial regions show distinctly differ-

ent variations with time of day. The diurnal variation in the percentage

occurrence of strong scintillation at 137 MHz for zenith corrected observa-

tions for each of the scintillation regions is shown in Fig. 26. The equa-

torial data are from Legon (A . -1°)
65 24, 63

and Huancayo (A = +1” ). The mid-
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latitude data are scaled from the 400 MHz Millstone data (A= 440), The

data for A = 53” are from Hamilton, Mass,
49

The auroral region data are

scaled from 400-MHz Millstone data (A = 640). The Narssarsuaq data were

taken at too low an elevation angle for use in estimating strong scintilla-

tion (0 ~ 2 dB) on a zenith path. The observations show that scintillation
x

is predominantly a nighttime phenomenon at equatorial and mid-latitude

and may occur during the day or evening in the auroral zone. The predom-

inantly nighttime occurrence of scintillation was also noted for Kwajalein

where only two occurrences of u ~ 3 dB at 254 MHz were observed for the
x

hours between 0800h and 1900h local time. To further illustrate the diurnal

variation, the distribution functions for the several observing stations are

given in Fig. 27 for a four-hour period bracketing local midnight and in

Fig. 28 for a four-hour period bracketing local noontime.

The nighttime data show that strong scintillation occurs between 30 and

60 percent of the time in the equatorial region and less than 10 percent of the

time in the auroral region, The Millstone data for the auroral region seems

to show a singificantly smaller probability of occurrence than the Narssarsuaq

data for the same invariant latitude or for the Hamilton data for the auroral ,

mid-latitude region transition. This may be due to the small difference in

longitude at the subionospheric point or, more likely, to the difference in

the propagation geometry, the Millstone observations were made looking to
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the north and the Narssarsuaq and Hanlilton observations toward the south.

The effect of the variation in propagation angle (see Eq. (2)) is however

not sufficient to explain the difference. The difference is not due to ele-

vation angle since the Millstone ad Narssarsuaq observations were made at

approximately the same elevation angle. The uncertainty in drift velocitY

for the Narssarsuaq data may contribute, in part, to the apparent discrep-

ancy. Assuming a drift velocity of 200 m/see, the curve would be changed

to the dotted line on I“ig. 27. This change in not sufficient to explain the

difference. The daytime data show little scintillation activity except at

auroral latitudes. In this case, the Millstone and Narssarsuaq are in agree-

m ent.

Seasonal Fluctuations

Data from the auroral and equatorial regions show distinctly differ-

ent seasonal variations. The seasonal variation of strong scintillation at

137 MHz for zenith corrected observations is shown in Fig. 29. The data

display the relative orders of magnitude of occurrence for auroral

(L = 53” and 640), equatorial (A = -1° ) and mid-latitude (A = 44° ) scintillation.

The equatorial data for 1967-1968 show m~ima near the equinoxes and

minima near the solstices. Kostcr8 summarized three more years of

observations 1968-1971 and found relatively high values near the eqinoxes

for each of the years, a pronounced minimum at the northern solstice (.Tme)
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and a secondary minimum at the southern solstice (Nov. -Jan. depending

upon the year). The seasonal variation of the 254-MHz equatorial obser-

vations made at Kwajalein is depicted in Fig. 30. For this site, the pro-

nounced minimum is at the southern solstice and the secondary minimum

(weak) is at the northern solstice. A similar seasonal behavior for equa-

torial spread-F has been noted by Davis
72

for a year with high sunspot

numbers. The auroral and mid-latitude site data do not show as consistent

a seasonal variation as do the equatorial station data.

Dependence on Geophysical Activity

Studies of the dependence of scintillation on geophysical activity

have shown that scintillation tends to occur more often during years with

high sunspot number
3, 8, 70

and, in the auroral region to have a strong

dependence on magnetic activity.
3, 71

The data displayed in Figs. 21 and 22

arc primarily for high sunspot numbers, the smoothed Zurich sunspot

numbers R were greater than 90 from June 1967 (start of Koster!s obser -
Z

vations65) to November 1970. The data of Koster (1967-1968) had an aver-

age R = 102. The 1970-1972 data had a lower average value, Rz = 72.
z

The 137-MHz data displayed on Fig. 21 for Huancayo show only small differ-

ences for the two data sets, 1968-1970 and 1970-1972, although the set for

the smaller Rz value had lower probability of occurrence for a fixed u

x

level (14~o vs 12. 57k for ox = 2 d~) and a lower ox value for a fixed percentage
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occurrence (1. 7 vs 1. 3 dB at 157~,nearly the same ratio as for R ). The data
z

four” nighttime occurrence, Fig. 27 however did not show any dependence of

Ox or perCent occurrence on R The Kwajalein data were for R = 66, con-
Z. z

siderably lower than the R value for Legon, Ghana, The data show a trend
z

towards ax or percent occurrence increasing as Rz increased but insuffi -

cient data are available to determine a precise dependence.

Auroral region scintillation show a strong dependence upon magnetic

activity, Kp. 400-MHz Millstone data for the auroral region, A = 64 “ , and

the mid-latitude region, A = 440, are given in Fig. 31. The data are for

nearly identical elevation angles and are not zenith corrected. A high

correlation of 0 with Kp and of the latitude of the scintillation boundary with
x

Kp have been reported by Aarons.
71

The dependence of the percentage

occurrence of OX on Kp for auroral and mid-latitude regions are shown in

Fig, 31. The dependence of equatorial scintillation on K is weak. Both
P

positive and negative correlations of scintillation with Kp have been reported.

The results seem to depend upon longitude and sunspot number.

Temporal Behavior of Scintillation

The occurrence probability information compiled above were

obtained from > to 15-minute samples of data from geostationary satellites or

three-second samples of data from low orbiting satellites. Strip chart

recordings of scintillation from geostationary satellites typically show long
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time periods with scintillation, the time periods range from one to seven

hours. 63 Equatorial scintillation often show patches of scintillation 1/2

to 2 hours long separated by quiet times of the same or shorter duration.

Auroral observations show scintillation patches that efiend over many

degrees of invariant latitude as shown in Fig. 25. These data indicate that

scintillation typically occurs in stretches that may last for many minutes.

Occasionally single bursts or brief scintillation events are observed in the

mid-latitude region.

During a period with scintillation, the signal level fades are relatively

Little data are available on th statistics of fade rate. Koster
b5

rapid,

made crude fade rate estimates for six months of the data obtained during

his 1967-1968 observations. He estimated the average fade rate for each

five minute interval by counting the number of fades. The results of his

analysis show an average fade rate of b per minute during the peak evening

hours (2200-0200). His data also showed that the average fade rate was

correlated with mean scintillation index. For strong scintillation approach-

ing the limit value, an increase in fade rate is expected (see Section II).

For weak scintillation more data is required from a number of locations

to establish a statistical description of ionospheric irregularity drift velocity

as a function of geographical and geophysical parameters.
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v. CONCLUSIONS

The auroral region observations clearly show that scintillation will

affect system design at frequencies up to at least 400 MHz. The equatorial

region observations show that frequencies up to 6 GHz are affected. Since

scintillation is clearly a fact of

its effects are required. While

recommendations can be made.

life at UHF and VHF, methods to mitigate

the data are somewhat inadequate, some

First, some negative recommendations:

The two frequency correlation function analyses showed that scintillation is

a wideband phenomena and frequency diversity is not practical. The cross

polarization observations showed that scintillations on principal and ortho-

gonal circular polarizations were correlated implying that polarization di -

vesity will not work at UHF. While these analyses and measurements were

performed for auroral region observations the results also apply in the

equatorial region. For the auroral region, the weak scintillation data

showed power-law power spectra for ele”ctron density irregularities. Pre-

47
Iiminary analysis of 254 MHz data reported for the equatorial region also

show power law spectra (with a three-dimensional index p = 4); This suggests

that although the mechanisms causing equatorial region irregularities may

be different from those active in the auroral region, the resultant effects of

the irregularities on propagation are the same and the results obtained from

the Millstone data apply in the equatorial region.



One possible solution is space diversity: The Millstone observations

were taken using a low orbiting satellite. The temporal variation of the

signal level is caused by the motion of the line-of-sight through the irregu.

Iarities. The satellite motion is known, hence the ten>poral variations may

be interpreted in terms of the spatial variation of electron density. The

frequency scale on Fig. 13 may be interpreted as a wavenumber scale with,

for the satellite, receiver geo~metry pertinent to Fig. 13, the l-Hz value

equivalent to 2m kno-l (scale size of 1 km). Since the width of each power

spectrulm is approximately the reciprocal of the correlation distance, the

correlation distance was approximately O. 5 km at UHI’ and 0.8km at VHF”.

This implies that the scintillation observed via rays separated by more than

a Fresncl zone radius in the disturbed region of the ionosphere should be

uncorrelated and could be combined to get diversity. The required ray sep-

aration may be obtained by site diversity or by direct and surface reflected

rays. For strong scintillation the power spectrum broadened implying that

s]naller site diversity distances Inay be useful in that limit.

Another possible solution is tilme diversity: The facie duration sta-

tistics reported above reflect the motion of the line-of-sight through the

medium and, for weak scintillation the duration values should be inversely

proportional to the translation velocity of the ray at the height of the irreg.

ularities. I-or geostationary satellites, the line-of-sight is fixed and the
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irregularities drift by. The fade duration values then should be inversely

proportional to the drift rate. Using a 70 m/see drift rate, the fade dura-

tion should be an order of magnitude longer than those shown in Fig. 6. For

strong scintillation, the fade durations should be shorter than for weak scin-

tillation as shown in the discussion of Fig. 6. The power spectra shown in

Fig. 13 implied a correlation time the order of O. 5 sec at UHF and O. 8 sec

at VHF. A s w ith the fade duration values, the correlation time is depend-

ent upon the velocity of the irregularities perpendicular to the line-of-sight.

Since the signal becomes uncorrelated in time, time diversity is also pos-

sible. For geostationary satellites, correlation time depends both on the

Fresnel zone size and the drift velocity of the irregularities. The latter

is a random variable that has to be observed at many locations over a long

period of time to provide an adequate statistical description. Since the fade

rate or correlation time is different for strong scintillation, observations

must be made in the weak scintillation regime to define drift velocities.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The only solutions we have recommended are the use of space or

time diversity. Some guidelines for their application may be obtained from

Millstone and other available data. However, to optimize system design,

more information is required. We recommend:
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1. Additional available weak scintillation data should be

processed to determine the structure of the power spectrum to

establish if the power-law form represents all observations.

2. Available weak scintillationdata from geostationary

satellite observations should be analyzed to determine drift

rate statistics.

3. New observations using both low-orbiting and geosta -

tionary satellites with several coherently related carrier freq-

uencies widely spread in the UHF and SHF bands at and above

the frequencies of interest should be made to provide adequate

atatistica of amplitude, phase, and drift velocity. The freq-

uencies should be chosen such that weak scintillation is always

observed at one of the frequencies.
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